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REVIEWS

Stop the Violence: Educating Ourselves to Protect our Youth. Leaders
Guide, by Wilda K. W. Morris. Valley
Forge, PA: Judson Press. 2001. 63 pp.
$8.00 (pbk) ISBN 08170-13865.

Morris serving as Coordinator of the
Shalom Education, an ecumenical
organization that provides workshops
on peace and justice is highly qualified
writing a book on this field of study.

Reviewed by Crisanta P Bustamante,
Head Librarian, International School
ofTheology-Asia, Quezon City,
Philippines.

Jerusalem, the City Touched by God,
by Yale Roe. VHS. 28 min. Alden
Films, P.O. Box 446, Clarksburg, NJ
0851 0; www.aldenfilms.com

Youth violence, as perceived by
many, is the nation's top epidemic not
only in the United States as well as in
many other places around the globe.
Committing ourselves in stopping the
violence is an important goal in many
communities.
In these ten sessions designed for
teachers, youth pastors, parents,
churches and community leaders help
to reflect on critical issues of youth
violence and to determine what actions
should we take to make the difference.
Each lesson is divided into 20-30
minute activities for the group under the
supervision of a facilitator. At the end
of each Jesson, an activity plan on how
to stop the violence is formulated and
participated by the member of the
group to become a dynamic force in
addressing the problem. Written in
approachable style, the curriculum
attempts to build upon the strength of
each group and challenges them to do
something that will make a difference in
their immediate area.
This action-reflection study guide
format is ideal for use in-group setting
both or churches, interfaith religious
group and community groups, teachers
and parents, and is applicable to any
demographic group.
From the theological and sociological perspectives, the author, Wilda
Morris addresses the primary concerns
and problems that confront today's
children and why rates of youth
violence are so high. Wilda K. W.

Reviewed by Dr. Harvey Hartman,
Professor ofBiblical Studies, Liberty
University, Lynchburg, Virginia.
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For those who may be looking for a
brief overview of the history of the
most famous city of all time, this is it.
Beginning with God's call for Abraham
to sacrifice his son Isaac on Mt.
Moriah, Jerusalem's history is traced to
the mid 1800's.
One learns how King David brought
the city into Israel's history, and then
how Solomon glorified it with his
palace and the Temple. Important
events of Old Testament and intertestamental times such as the invasion
by Assyria (701 B.C.), the fall to the
Babylonians (586B.C.) and the Jews'
attempt to recover Jerusalem from
Alexander's Hellenism ( 165 B.C.) are
reviewed.
From the Roman period, one learns
of Herod the Great being appointed
king in Jerusalem (63 B.C.) and his
rebuilding the Temple for the Jews, the
ministry of Jesus there, and the Roman
fear of Jewish rebellion. This section
closes with their rebellion (A.D. 66) and
Titus' destruction of the city (A.D. 70).
Interested in the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre? Constantine's mother
Helena found the place of Jesus' death
and burial in the 4'h century and had the
first church erected at the site. The
church, however, has been destroyed
and rebuilt over time.
What about the Muslim presence in

Jerusalem and the religious conflict
there now? In the 7'h century A.D. Islam
invaded Palestine and the Caliph Omar
built the Dome of the Rock in 638.
Brief mention is made of the Crusaders'
battle to reclaim the city from the
Muslims and bold it for 101 years
before losing it again to the Muslims.
The history of the city from 1867 to
the present is largely untouched, so
current political and religious views are
not part of the video's presentation. Its
history seems fair and unbiased. It is
interesting, however, that the film
begins and concludes with an evangelical Christian hymn concerning the New
Jerusalem.
Mona Lisa of the Galilee. VHS. 27
min. Alden Films, P.O. Box 446,
Clarksburg, NJ 0851 0; 732-462-3522
www.aldenfilms.com

Reviewed by Dr. Harvey Hartman,
Professor ofBiblical Studies, Liberty
University, Lynchburg, Virginia.
In 1987, in its fifth year of excavations, a joint expedition of the Hebrew
University and Duke University
uncovered a private dwelling with a
most intriguing mosaic floor at
Sepphoris (Zippori in Hebrew).
Seppboris was a major urban center
about three miles northwest of
Nazareth, the town of Jesus. It served
as the capital of Galilee and Perea in
the days of Herod Antipas ( 4 BC39AD).
In the final days of the dig, a
colorful carpet-like mosaic emerged. It
depicted 15 scenes from the life of
Dionysus, the Greek god of wine and
revelry. On one of the surrounding side
panels was the faced of a beautiful
young woman, affectionately dubbed
the "Mona Lisa of the Galilee."
This video actually records the
activity ofthe 1988 season when the
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excavators returned to Sepphoris to
complete work on the mosaic floor. The
video's chief value is the thrill of
discovery and the meticulous care in
uncovering the mosaic. One gets to
watch the painstaking steps taken to
preserve a very delicate artifact as it is
rolled up like a carpet to be transported
to the Israel Museum in Jerusalem for
restoration and preservation.
This video is valuable for its brief
history of Sepphoris, but especially
beneficial for showing the methodology
of archaeologists in the careful handling
and preserving of artifacts. The video
could be used for classes in New
Testament Backgrounds or Biblical
Archaeology.
Explorers of the Holy Land in the
19111 Century. VHS. 27 min. Alden
Films, P.O. Box 446, Clarksburg, NJ
0851 0; www.aldenfrlms.com
Reviewed by Dr. Harvey Hartman,
Professor ofBiblical Studies, Liberty
University, Lynchburg, Virginia.
This video could be rightly subtitled
"Antecedents to Archaeology." Books
that deal with biblical archaeology and
discoveries of the Holy Land often
overlook the persons that broke ground,
sometimes at the risk of their lives, and
paved the way for modem archaeology
in Palestine.
Not all the explorers of the video
and their exploits can be listed here, but
some of the notables will be mentioned.
Ulrich Seetzens who, disguised as a
Muslim doctor, was able to travel to
Masada. He was unmasked as an
infidel, and poisoned. Yohan Bogart,
under guise as an Indian merchant, was
the first European to see Petra in 600
years, before he died of malaria in
Egypt.
In 1838, the American Bible scholar
Edward Robinson, assisted by missionary Eli Smith, identified Bible place
names and linked them to more than a
thousand sites. He also surveyed the
temple mount and the Western Wall in
Jerusalem. He is often called the father
72

of biblical archaeology.
In 1848, Wm. F. Lynch explored the
Jordan River to the Dead Sea, and then
mapped the Dead Sea. His associate
John Dale, surveyed north of the Sea of
Galilee in search of the source of the
Jordan River, and died of malaria.
In 1864, Charles Wilson of the
British Royal Engineers made a
topographical study of Jerusalem's
waterways, tunnels and channels. The
Palestine Exploration Fund (PEF) was
established and in 1868 he charted the
route ofthe exodus through the Sinai.
In 1870 the PEF commissioned
lieutenants Claude Conder and H.H.
Kitchner to survey and map the entire
land of Palestine west of the Jordan.
Their survey was published in 1882.
These and others who sacrificed
time and health to pave the way for
archaeological research, their exploits
and accomplishments are the focus of
this video. The historical video is both
interesting and informative, and
certainly well suited for an introduction
to biblical archaeology.
Secrets of Jerusalem. VHS. 27 min.
Alden Films, P.O. Box 446, Clarksburg,
NJ 085 10; 732-462-3522;
www.aldenfrlms.com
Reviewed by Dr. Harvey Hartman,
Professor ofBiblical Studies, Liberty
University, Lynchburg, Virginia.
Jerusalem is a city that has been
occupied for thousands of years.
Consequently it proves to be a difficult
site to do any aggressive archaeology
from the top down. Therefore, many of
the city's historical secrets have been
learned via shafts and tunnels.
Beginning at the Gihon Spring,
Jerusalem's primary water source,
attention is drawn to water tunnels
under the city of biblical times. It is
presumed that David gained entrance to
the old Jebusite city by going up a
water shaft (Warren's shaft) from the
spring (2 Sam 5). Attention is also
directed to the water tunnel Hezekiah
had cut in the stone to direct water from

the spring to the Siloam pool in
preparation for an Assyrian attack.
Much attention is given to the
enduring questions: What were the
dimensions of the Jebusite city? How
much did it grow in David and
Solomon's reigns, and in later periods
oflsrael's history? Again, with the cit
presently occupied, it is impossible to
do conventional excavation. Therefore,
conclusions are drawn as the viewer is
shown old burial sites. A shaft and
tunnel below King Herod's retaining
wall for the temple mount (The Western
Wall), a burnt home of a Jewish priest,
and an old Roman entrance to the city
found beneath the present Damascus
gate.
The video does not lack academic
or archaeological merit, but this
reviewer found the sequence of
presentation somewhat disjointed and
laborious to follow. As the direction of
growth of the city during its differen t
periods was debated, no sketches o r
diagrams of the city were shown to give
the viewer some orientation as to what
area of the city was being discussed.
Sometimes reference was made tot eh
Jewish or Muslim quarter of the
(current) old city. Unless the viewer has
done prior study and has some knowledge and a mental picture of the general
lay of the old city of Jerusalem, the
descriptions and conclusions are little
more than meaningless.
Jerusalem: The Gates of Time. VHS.
28 min. Alden Films, P.O. Box 446,
Clarksburg, NJ 0851 0; 732-462-3522;
www.aldenfilms.com
Reviewed by Dr. Harvey Hartman,
Professor ofBiblical Studies, Liberty
University, Lynchburg, Virginia.
This video deals with the
Jerusalem's old city built by the Turkish
Suleman in the 16111 century that came
once again into the possession of the
Jews after the '67 war with Jordan. It
describes the attempts to clean up and
beautify the old city in all its four
quarters: Jewish, Christian, Muslim,
T he Christian Librarian, 47(2) 2004·

and Armenian. As its title indicates, it
also directs its attention to five primary
gates to the city: the Damascus gate, the
Jaffa gate, the Lions' (or St. Stephen's)
gate, the Dung gate and the Eastern
(Golden) gate.
In the attempts to enhance the
entrances to the old city, large-scale
plans for renovation were drawn up, but
as the video shows, invariably the
excavation revealed something of
historical and archaeological value that
would alter the plans. For example,
during renovations of the Damascus
gate, the pride of Suleman, a 2"d century
Roman gate was discovered which led
to the Cardo through the city and was
part of Hadrian's plaza.
Not only are the gates under
consideration, but also there is discussion and illustrations of plans that are
being toyed with for a plaza at the
Western Wall and a garden park for the
southern part ofthe temple mount. All
these plans of grandeur, however, bring
with them all kinds of political and
religious issues.
The tourist to the old city is usually
unaware of the great strides that have
been taken since 1967 to preserve the
heritage of the old city and to make it
more attractive for occupation and for
tourists. This is a good history of the
progress that has been made up until
1987, the year of the video's production.
Jerusalem Is One. VHS. 9 min. Alden
Films, P.O. Box 446, Clarksburg, NJ
0851 0; www.aldenfilms.com
Reviewed by Dr. Harvey Hartman,
Professor ofBiblical Studies, Liberty
University, Lynchburg, Virginia.
After 1948 Jerusalem was a divided
city; the Jews occupied the new city,
but Jordan held the old city. The Jews
did not have access to the temple area.
However, on June 7, 1967, the Jews
regained the old city.
This short video of only nine
minutes focuses on Teddy Kollek's term
as mayor of Jerusalem (1965-1993). It
presents the complications of governing
The Christian Librarian, 47(2) 2004

Muslims, Jews and Christians in one
city, especially after the Jews reclaimed
the old city after the '67 war with
Jordan. Much of the video is snatches
from interviews with Mayor Kollek as
he discusses the challenges he faced in
dealing with three major religious
groups and preserving the old city. He
boasts his accomplishments of bringing
cultural status to the new city by
building a museum and bringing a
symphonic orchestra to Jerusalem.
This video would appropriate for
political science or history classes. It
could be used as a sequel or a sister
video to the video Jerusalem: Gates of
Time."
And This Is Where It All Began.
VHS. Alden Films, P.O. Box 446,
Clarksburg, NJ 0851 0; 732-462-3522;
www. aldenfilms.com
Reviewed by Dr. Harvey Hartman,
Professor ofBiblical Studies, Liberty
University, Lynchburg, Virginia.
This is a film produced by the KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines. Perhaps it was
used to promote tours to the Holy Land.
It is definitely a blend of scripture
reading, photography from Israel, and a
presentation of the life and ministry of
Jesus. "This is where it [Christianity] all
began."
The video opens with Abraham's
entrance into Canaan and his move to
Beersheba and then a jump in time and
history to the discovery of the Dead Sea
scrolls. But the fi lm is largely devoted
to scenes from places that are part of
Jesus' life and ministry.
One gets to view footage of film of
the peaceful settings ofNazareth, the
place of Jesus' childhood, and of the
Sea of Galilee. At Capernaum one is
taken briefly to the ruins of the synagogue of Jesus' day.
Moving to Jesus' final tour of
ministry in Jerusalem, one gets to view
the following: the Eastern Gate (Golden
Gate), the Western Wall, the Lion's
Gate, the Pool of Bethesda, the Pool of
Siloam, the Garden of Gethsemane,

scenes from the Old City, Golgotha
(Gordon's Calvary) and the garden
tomb (nothing mentioned of the rival
view that the site of Jesus' crucifixion
and burial is under the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre).
Instead of a tour guide's commentary throughout the film, with little
exception all the narration is the
reading of appropriate scripture, some
from the Old Testament, but mostly
from the Gospels, scriptures telling
what Jesus did or said at these selected
sites listed above.
It is hard to criticize scenes from the
Holy Land and the reading of scripture,
but it should not be assumed that all the
places of Jesus' ministry are shown or
described. The biggest disappointment
for this reviewer was the quality of the
photography. The video that this
reviewer was given to watch had fuzzy
imaging and lines throughout. Perhaps
it was the age of the film, but it is
doubtful that students will be overly
thrilled to have to watch it.
Beginning Well: Christian Conversion and Authentic Transformation,
by Gordon T. Smith, Downers Grove:
InterVarsity Press, 2001. 239 pp.
$15.00; ISBN: 0-8308-2297-6.
Reviewed by C. Brian Smith, Reference
Librarian, Judson College, Elgin, JL.
In evangelicalism, few studies have
focused on conversion. But Gordon T.
Smith, dean of Canada's Regent
College, aspires to stimulate interest in
this important subject in Beginning
Well: Christian Conversion and
Authentic Transformation. "Our whole
life," the author claims, "is in one sense
the working out of the full meaning of
conversion" ( I 0).
Smith calls for a "theology of
conversion," emphasizing religious
experience and transformation. Transformation should manifest itself in
union with God and community w ith
others; moreover, it should resu lt in
personal integrity. The telos: to bear the
image of Christ and become "whole
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persons" (28).
By profiling the spiritual pilgrimages of four luminaries - - Saint
Augustine, Ignatius Loyola, John
Wesley, and Dorothy Day- - Smith
illustrates the outworking of his
proposed theological template. He is
careful to note that the conversions and
transformations of these individuals did
not result from a singular experience.
Rather, a series of events over a
protracted block of time culminated in
change.
In addition to focusing on individual
lives, Smith sketches evangelicalism's
approach to conversion throughout
history. He does justice to various
theological traditions such as Protestant, Catholic, Reformed, and
Wesleyan. Also, he examines the
biblical model of conversion. He
specifically covers four distinct, but
complementary perspectives in the New
Testament: the synoptic gospels, the
book of Acts, the letters of Paul, and the
Gospel of John.
Beginning Well is, overall, a
challenging yet essential read for
anyone interested in a mature and
authentic Christianity. Smith concludes
the book by quoting Soren Kierkegaard.
The Danish philosopher said that we
shouldn't be surprised at the "laborious
pace of conversion" (232) - - sobering
thoughts for our one-click generation.
At the Beginning of Life: Dilemmas
in Theological Bioethics, by Edwin C.
Hui. Downers Grove, Ill.: l nterVarsity
2002. $25.00 ISBN 0-8308-2667-X.
Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Library
Director, The King's College, New York,
New York.
In his comprehensive book, Hui
explores dozens of issues involving
human person hood, reproductive
technologies, and abortion. I admire his
ability to understand and discuss all of
these topics.
In Part One, Hui examines the
biological, psychological, relational and
eschatological dimensions of human
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personhood.
In Part Two, Hui look at reproductive issues such as infertility, artificial
insemination, in vitro fertil ization,
surrogate motherhood, embryos, human
cloning, stem cells and the human
genome project.
In Part Three, Hui focuses on
abortion related concerns, such as the
two extreme positions (maternal rights
of the pregnant woman, moral status of
the fetus), pragmatic factors (rape,
psychological effects), and technological innovations (oral contraceptives,
intrauterine device, and court ordered
cesarean deliveries).
At the Beginning ofLife is suitable
for college and graduate school
libraries.
Jacob and the Prodigal: How Jesus
Retold Israel's Story, by Kenneth E.
Bailey, Downers Grove, Ill. :
lnterVarsity Press, 2003. 232 pp.
$17.00 ISBN 0-8308-2727-1 (pbk;
alkaline paper).
Reviewed by John Doncevic, Library
Director, Trinity Episcopal School for
Ministry, Ambridge, Pennsylvania.
This is a very concentrated yet
understandable work that unpacks the
nuances of the prodigal parable in Luke
15 and how it extends the Jacob saga
from Genesis. The book's thesis is that
the prodigal parable (really the trilogy
of parables in Luke 15) is Jesus'
recasting and continuation oflsrael's
present and future history with Him as
the center of the redemption story as it
appeared in the saga of Jacob.
In analyzing the scripture to support
this thesis, the author methodically
discusses point by point the parables,
the saga of Jacob, Psalm 23 (along with
passages from Jeremiah and Ezekiel),
with minor exegesis of the Greek and
Hebrew. There are also cultural
explanations (such as what it means to
be Shepherd in the ancient near east),
and analysis of what other ancient and
contemporary scholars think about the
topic. The analysis is supported by

copious footnotes and seemingly full
background research.
But such a level of meticulousness
is expected from this author. Kenneth
Bailey is a prolific New Testament
scholar and Middle East culture expert,
who holds degrees in Arabic Language
and Literature, Systematic Theology,
and New Testament. He has lived in
the Middle East and has written
extensively on the parables and the
shepherd theme generally. His gift
seems to be in explicating the Middle
Eastern cultural background that
underpins the scriptural narratives. He
has a way of bringing to life the
concept.
As such, the book is diverse: it is
appropriate for an introductory,
undergraduate biblical studies library, a
pastor's bookshelf, and because it is
heavily-researched, well-documented,
and adds new thought to the topic, it's
also a strong addition to a seminary
biblical studies collection .
Recommended for all seminaries
and all libraries that seek to develop
strength in intertextual works and the
parables.
A Fragile Stone: The Emotional Life
of Simon Peter, by Michael Card.
Downer's Grove: Inter Varsity Press,
2003. $17.00. ISBN 0-8308-2372-7.
Reviewed by Brad Doerksen, Library
Director, Archibald Library, Briercrest
College and Seminary, Caronport, SK.
Michael Card has written another
book in his characteristic fashion. He
has gone to the accounts of Peter found
in the gospels and Acts and Peter's own
letters and produces a textured and
human picture of who Peter was. While
Card does seek to explicate several
passages of scripture, the book is not
primarily a commentary on scripture, or
an academic study. It is a spiritual/
character biography. It is an examination of who Peter was, and how his
relationship w ith Jesus shaped him, his
ministry, and his role as the church 's
first Ieader.
T he Christian Librarian, 47(2) 2004

While this book is primarily the
product of Card's own reflection, there
is clear evidence that he has done much
homework. There is just enough
background to provide context for
Peter's story, but not so much that the
book becomes cluttered. The final
product is devotional and pastoral in
nature. In revealing the person Peter
was, Card draws the reader into seeing
that in some ways we are all like Peter.
Card's implicit message is that the
lessons Peter learned are the same ones
we must learn, as we are all on the same
j ourney.
This book is worth reading for any
Christian, but particularly so for those
in or preparing for ministry. Thus, it
has a place in the collections of those in
ministry and the schools that train them.
Sacred Legacy: Ancient Writings
from Nine Women of Strength and
Honor, by Myrna Grant. Grand Rapids,
MI: Baker Books, 2003. 138pp.
$12.99. ISBN 0-8010-6454-6.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore, Reference
Librarian & Team Leader for Public
Services, Union University, Jackson, TN.
So many of us don't benefit from
our rich Christian history. I for one
don't typically sit down with Foxe's
Book of Martyrs for light reading
before bedtime, but after reading
Grant's book that may change.
Grant (professor emerita of Communications at Wheaton College) has
done all women a great service in
collecting the stories of nine women
from past Christian centuries together
in th is slim volume. Couched in Grant's
own contemporary experiences of plane
fl ights, foster care, and meetings with
those persecuted for their faith, comes
the stories of committed followers of
Christ-Perpetua of Carthage,
Hildegard of Bingen, Julian ofNorwich, Teresa of Avila, and others-and
excerpts from their writings. Some of
these women paid a huge price for their
faith and unwillingness to compromise,
yet none complained of the cost but
The Christian Librarian, 47(2) 2004

rather embraced the punishment. Others
lived a long life and enjoyed prosperity.
Each took the time to write down what
God showed them of Himself, in order
that subsequent generations might be
blessed. Well, we are blessed. This is an
appropriate selection for all libraries.

1001 Surprising Things You Should
Know About God, by Jerry MacGregor
& Marie Prys. Grand Rapids, Ml: Baker,
2003. $12.99. ISBN 0-8010-6449-X.
Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Library Director, The Kings College, New York, NY.
1001 Surprising Things contains
I 00 I important yet unfamiliar facts about
God. It is a handy reference tool for anyone wanting to learning more about God
and his character, whether a new believer
or a long time scholar. With about 5 facts
per page, this book is easy to read.
MacGregor and Prys organize 100 I
facts about God into twenty-eight chapters, which, in tum, are grouped into three
parts: Who God Is, God's Story, and
Putting ItA II Together. I especially liked
the chapters about God, particularly his
names, attributes and nature. The chapter titled "Interesting Things" covers
strange ideas taught by cults.
I heartily recommend 1001
Surprising Things for all libraries personal, church, college and seminary.
Understanding Leadership: Fresh
Perspectives on the Essentials of New
Testament Leadership, by Tom
Marshall. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Books, 2003. ISBN 0-8010-6457-0.
Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Library
Director, The Kings College, New York,
New York.
In just twenty chapters, each about
ten pages long, Marshall provides an
overview ofleadership. His chapters
touch upon such topics as: authority,
criticism, foresight, goals, power,
relationships, stress, trust and vision.
Ken Blanchard, author of the One
Minute Manager, and an expert of

Leadership himself, says Marshall's
book is the best on leadership written in
the last decade!
I learned a few things from this
book: the corrupting effects of power
(49-55), the characteristics of a servant
leader (74-75), and bow to handle
criticism (98- I 00). I was touched when
I read how Marshall handled the death
of his first wife from a car crash (123).
I especially enjoyed reading about
the leadership abilities of biblical
personalities: Abraham & long term
goals (29), Moses & relationships
(133), Joshua & leadership succession
(15 1), David & handling criticism (98),
Nehemiah & organizational change
(208-214), the Roman Centurion &
authority (1 06), and finally the Apostle
Paul & handling stress (I I 8).
The book could benefit from both a
topical and a scriptural index. Overall,
this is a great book for anyone interested in leadership. I recommend
Understanding Leadership for schools,
churches and personal libraries.
I Dared to Call Him Father: The
Miraculous Story of a Muslim
Woman's Encounter with God, by
Bilquis Sheikh with Richard H.
Schneider. Grand Rapids, Ml: Chosen
Books, 2003. 190 pp. $12.99 paperback. ISBN 0-8007-9324-2.
Reviewed by Mary Ann Littrell,
Manhattan Christian College,
Manhattan, Kansas.
After the attacks of 9/1 I, many
Americans wondered why the hijackers
believed their Muslim religion called
for them to kill Americans. I Dared to
Call Him Father partly addresses this
question, as it is the story of a Muslim
woman who was curious about the
Christian religion and eventually
embraced it.
Bilquis Sheikh was a prominent
Muslim woman who was the former
wife of a Pakistani diplomat. After not
finding in the Koran answers to
religious questions that were troubling
her, she turned to the Bible that she had
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her chauffeur acquire. In it she found a
loving God who became very real to
her. In spite of ostracism and threats
from her family, Begum Bilquis persisted
in sharing her newfound faith, influencing others to become Christians.
I Dared to Call Him Father is a
fascinating autobiography that challenged me in my walk with God. How
many of us would be true to our Faith if
we knew that embracing Christianity
could be our death sentence? Synnmre
Mitchell, a missionary who was a close
friend to Begum Sheikh, provides
further insight into this woman's faith in
the epilogue of this 25 111 Anniversary
Edition of the original book.
Starving: A Personal Journey
through Anorexia, by Christie Pettit.
Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming H. Revell,
2003. 143pp. $11.99. 0-8007-5841-2.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore, Reference
Librarian & Team Leader for Public
Services, Union Univ., Jackson, TN.

In a culture where size and external
appearance are the measure of a man's
worth, it is so easy to become obsessed
with food and to seek control over it.
Dealing with food disorders is always a
personal matter, and Pettit's book is no
exception. Her personal narrative is
filled with actual journal entries and
reflections from the eighteen months
she suffered, and sought recovery, from
anorexia. What makes Pettit's struggles
unusual is that she was a Christian
throughout the entire process.
Her initial slide into the disorder began her freshman year at the University
of Virginia, where she played tennis. To
avoid the "freshman fifteen," she decided
to eat healthier and exercise more.
Though she only lost 20 pounds throughout that first year, it was enough to endanger her health, make her heart rhythm
slow, and create a fear of food or of being fat. She did eventually seek both psychological counseling and the aid of a
nutritionist. Pettit traced her anorexia to
personal struggles; she used exercise as
a coping mechanism, and prided herself
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on eating as little food as possible. Pettit
reflects on Scripture throughout the book
and has moved to a deeper dependence
on Christ as a result of her struggles.
This book would be helpful for anyone who has struggled w ith anorexia, or
who has loved ones who have. It is profoundly important that Christians be
transparent about their struggles and give
glory to God when they overcome. Pettit
has done j ust that.
All Good Gifts, by Kathleen Morgan.
Grand Rapids: Revell, 2003 . 170pp.
$14.99. ISBN 0-8007-1852-6.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore, Reference
Librarian & Team Leader for Public
Services, Union Univ., Jackson, TN.

A few years ago, I discovered
Kathleen Morgan's historical novel
Daughter ofJoy and was mesmerized. It
was the first in a four-part series, The
Brides of Culdee Creek, which follows
the families tied to Culdee Creek ranch
in Colorado. Morgan's latest, All Good
Gifts , transports the reader to Culdee
Creek in the twenty-fust century. Devra
McKay is the only child ofLogan McKay,
owner of Culdee Creek ranch. Devra has
left her Colorado home (and her faith) to
pursue a lucrative practice as a plastic
surgeon in New York, when she receives
a phone call that changes her life. Logan
has passed away. According to his will,
Culdee Creek is hers if she will move back
home; otherwise it goes to Ross
Blackstone, the ranch's foreman. Ross
stole Devra's heart when she was fifteen,
but he didn't want to date the boss' daughter, and Devra has never forgiven him.
This romance is not one of Morgan's
strongest works. The romantic relationship between Devra and Ross is rather
contrived and obvious, and the Christian
overtones (Devra returns to her faith at
the end ofthe book) are somewhat heavyhanded. Her writing is more powerful and
colorful when historical setting plays an
integral part. Nonetheless, fans of the
successful Culdee Creek series will want
to know what has happened to the subsequent generations.

Undertow, a Novel, by Lorena
McCourtney. Grand Rapids: Revell,
2003. 33 I pp. $12.99. ISBN 0-80075778-5.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore, Reference
Librarian and Team Leader for Public
Services, Union University, Jackson,
Tennessee.

Angie Harrison had it all-a
successful model, stockbroker-boyfriend, popular and wealthy-yet she
didn't like the person she was becoming. So she left New York and moved to
Julesburg, Oregon, to live near her
brother Ryan and his wife. She purchased the local paper, The Herald, and
started putting her college degree to
work writing the weekly paper and
seeking new advertisers. She plans to
do a series on old buildings in
Julesburg, beginning with the Nevermore, an abandoned theater with a
ghostly reputation. Angie wants to find
out who really committed the murder in
the Nevermore nearly thirty years
before. However, she can't escape her
past. Burke, the stockbroker, comes to
try and bring her back to New York,
and her ex-fiance Ethan suddenly
appears from Phoenix. Her New York
roommate is found murdered, apparently by the Question Mark Killer.
This book is the third mystery by
McCourtney set in Julesburg. The
author has accurately captured the
small-town feel of Julesburg and
written a suspenseful story. Even
though Angie has stunning good looks,
she is easy to identify with because
she's made mistakes in her past, sins
that she's afraid of resurfacing. It was
fairly easy to pick out "the bad guy;"
there were clues that Angie missed
which any attentive reader could see.
Yet I was compelled to finish the story
because I was uncertain of the outcome
of Angie's relationship with Ethan, and
what actually was the ghost in the
Nevermore. The resolution is satisfactory. Not an essential purchase, but this
novel would be a good complement to a
Christian fiction collection.
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